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Motivation

� ”Report cards”: provide information about the performance.

� Debate on the merits of report cards

� Supporters: Patients can identify the best physicians and hospitals.

� Skeptics: Providers select healthier patients to improve their ranking.

(1) Asymmetric information

(2) The significant difference in outcomes

(3) The utility loss from a few bad outcomes

Research objective: Assessing the competing claims about report card.

1. The matching of patients to providers.

2. The incidence and quantity of CABG surgeries.

3. The incidence and quantity of complementary and substitute treatments.
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Preview of the Main Results

� Improved matching of patients with hospitals

� Increased the quantity of CABG surgery.

� Changed its incidence from sicker patients toward healthier patients.

� Overall, this led to higher costs and a deterioration of outcomes.
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History of health care report cards

� Two ”treatment” states:

Only NY and PA reported outcomes for patients receiving CABG

� Beginning in 1990, NY released raw and risk-adjusted CABG mortality.

� Beginning in November 1992, PA published data on risk-adjusted CABG

mortality.

� Report cards could have begun to affect decision making in NY in 1991

and PA in 1993.
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Empirical Models

A. Hospital-Level Analysis

ln phlstq � As � Bt � g � Zlst � p � Lst � q � Nst � elst , (1)

hlst : mean of the illness severity before treatment of hospital l

As : State fixed effects

Bt : Time fixed effects

Zlst : Hospital Characteristics

Lst : 1 if the hospital is in treatment groups

Nst : The number of hospitals, and its square and cube

� If p   0, then report cards caused a shift in incidence from sicker to

healthier patients.

� Reestimate equation (1) for AMI patients who are not subject to

selection.

� Reestimate equation (1) using the within-hospital coefficient of variations;

an estimated p   0 is consistent with improved patient sorting.
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Empirical Models

B. Patient-Level Analysis

Ckst � As � Bt � g � Zkst � p � Lst � ekst (2)

Ckst : 1 if patient k received CABG within one year of admission for AMI

As : State fixed effects

Bt : Time fixed effects

Zkst : Patient Characteristics

Lst : 1 if patient k ’s residence is in treatment groups

� If p ¡ 0, then report cards increased the probability that an AMI patient

receives CABG.

� Reestimate (2) for alternative treatments PTCA and cath.
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Empirical Models

B. Patient-Level Analysis

� Let Okst be one if patient k experienced an adverse health outcome.

Reestimate (2) with Okst .

� Let ykst be his total hospital expenditure after admission with AMI.

Reestimate (2) with lnpykstq.

� If report cards uniformly decrease adverse outcomes and decrease costs,

then we conclude their effect on social welfare is positive.
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Data

� Medicare claims data from 1987 to 1994.

� As a measure of the patient’s illness severity before treatment, total

inpatient hospital expenditures for the year prior to admission are used.

� As a measure of the intensity of treatment, total inpatient hospital

expenditures in the year after admission are used.

� Data on U.S. hospital characteristics are from American Hospital

Association.
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Hospital-Level Analysis
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Patient-Level Analysis
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Patient-Level Analysis
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Conclusion

1. CABG surgery report cards led to substantial selection by providers.

2. Report cards led to increased sorting of patients to providers.

3. Report cards reduced the measure of welfare, higher levels of Medicare

hospital expenditures and greater rates of adverse health outcomes.

Cautions

(1) Measure only short-run responses.

(2) The results do not imply that report cards are harmful in general.

(3) Report cards and the incentives they create are not unique to health

care.
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